The Persecution of Bishop Rufus Kyles
There is news coming out of Houston, that Auxiliary Bishop Kurt L. Thompson is still
persecuting Bishop Kyles. Bishop Kyles who was unconstitutionally defrocked, by the Board of
Bishops when they violated multiple rules in order to get the unjust verdict "the powers that be"
wanted.
Bishop Thompson who is the designee for a jurisdiction has himself violated Bishop Kyle's
rights per the COGIC constitution.
Ignoring the fact, everything in the Constitution declares Bishop Kyles the Pastor, Bishop Kyle's
has no charges of any kind against him, Auxiliary Bishop Kurt Thompson is trying to illegally
poll the congregation of Evangelist Temple.
He has sent a letter directly to the members, bypassing the legal pastor. (click here to view the
letter) There is nothing in the constitution that gives him or anyone else the authority to poll the
congregation of a current Pastor without that pastors permission.
And in "Breaking News" we have learned, Auxiliary Bishop Kurt Thompson has charges
pending against him for violations of the COGIC Constitution.
In 2009 Bishop Thompson also failed to repay a loan of $35,000.00 Bishop and Mother Kyles
secured for him with personal CD's with an additional $10,000.00 cash of which only $1,000.00
has been repaid. The bank loan was to be repaid over a two year period which he failed to do.
When Bishop Thompson failed to repay the note, the bank seized the Certificates' of Deposit,
would not that be classified as theft.
Here is a list of some of the violations of the Constitution of the Church of God in Christ, Inc.


In its Order effective May 27, 2016 the Supreme Court (Judiciary Board) of the Church
of God in Christ, in the Case # BOB – 2015 – 1, paragraph IV shown below is part of
what the court ordered;

“Accordingly, no action taken against him as Pastor can stand, as no charge was levied against
him in that capacity and no order has been entered against him infringing upon his functioning
in that role. Furthermore, any action taken against the respondent in his capacity as Pastor is
void ab initio.”
As the constitutionally established “Ultimate Authority on constitutional interpretation and the
final Court of Appeals they entered the aforementioned order. All actions against me from that
date show a callous disregard for the Judiciary Board and a violation of the Constitution of the
Church of God in Christ.


As found in Article VIII, Section B mandates all complaints against a pastor or elder rise
from the congregation. They are not allowed to fall from the Bishop or other elected
officials.





In a meeting on January 29, 2020 Bishop Thompson stated “Pastor Kyles was the Pastor
on suspension. Since the investigative committee could not warrant a trial…” Article
VIII, Section B, paragraph 2 (c) mandates that you as Interim Bishop send “…notice of
the dismissal shall be sent to all interested parties including the General Secretary.” As
of this date said letter has not been received.
On May 11, 2020, in a letter (click here) which Auxiliary Bishop Thompson refused to
share, the Supreme Court declined a request to review the findings of the Investigative
Committees which ends all judicial action. With no pending charges the Authority to
Suspend falls away. The Pastor is no longer on suspension.

